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The CEO of Parler, a social media platform popular with American right-wing users that practically disappeared after the U.S. Capitol riot, posted a short message on the company's website. Just over a week ago, Apple Inc suspended Parler from its App Store shortly after Alphabet-owned Google banned it from Google Play. Amazon.com Inc then suspended
Parler from its web hosting service and effectively took the site offline unless it could find a new company to host its services. (Bloomberg) -- Asian shares appeared to greet the week with a decline as investors await data on the progress of China's economic recovery. The dollar was stable in early trading. Currency market movement was subdued, while
stock futures showed small losses at the start of trading in Japan and Hong Kong. Australian shares opened lower and S&amp;P 500 futures fell. Because of the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday, there is no trade in cash Treasury. On Friday, the S&amp;P 500 fell and support for Treasury bills weighed on the yield on 10-year bills to around 1.08 percent. Crude
oil withdrew. Global stocks slipped last week after optimism about the $1.9 trillion U.S. bailout and so-called reflation trade. China's recovery likely advanced in the fourth quarter, with GDP expected to grow at the fastest pace in two years, in line with expectations ahead of Monday's release. The market needed a respite or even a retreat to justify inflation
expectations, Ben Emons said. Managing Director of Global Macro Strategy at Medley Global Advisors. Meanwhile, 3,830 people in the United States died from Covid-19-related causes, keeping the country on track to reach 400,000 deaths before the inauguration of President-elect Joe Biden. These are some of the key events coming up in the coming
week: the U.S. stock and bond markets will close Monday for Martin Luther King Jr.'s vacation. China's data on GDP, industrial production and retail sales mature on Monday. The proceeds come from companies such as Bank of America, Morgan Stanley, Procter &amp; Gamble, Intel and Netflix.Joe Biden takes office as PRESIDENT of the United States on
Wednesday. The policy decisions will come on Wednesday from central banks in Brazil, Malaysia and Canada. Decisions will be delivered by the Bank of Japan and the ECB on Thursday. Here are the main moves on the market:StocksS&amp;P 500 futures slipped 0.3% at 8:03 a.m. .m Tokyo. The index fell 0.7 per cent on Friday. Japan's Nikkei 225 futures
fell 0.8 percent on Friday. Hang Seng futures lost 0.3 percent on Friday. Australia's S&amp;P/ASX 200 index fell 0.3 percent. Currencies Yen was at $103.85. The euro bought $1.2078. The offshore yuan was trading at $6.4810. Bonds 10-year Treasury yield ended last week at 1.08 Texas Intermediate crude slid 0.4 percent to $52.15 per barrel. Gold was
$1,828.55 an ounce. 1000 1000 for articles like this, visit bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Ad•BrokereoThank you feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. Tight spreads, high leverage, powerful platform – rocking your hardware forex marketHow does it
affect his relationship with Mackenzie? Michigan hired Baltimore Ravens linebacker Mike Macdonald as defensive coordinator. The Wolverines announced the transfer on Sunday. The 33-year-old Macdonald replaces Don Brown, who recently became Arizona's defensive coordinator. The amount of gross domestic product (GDP) due early on Monday will be
closely monitored around the world, especially as many countries are still struggling with the COVID-19 pandemic and China is fighting to reappear in some parts of the country. This would bring its full-year growth to 2.1%, which would probably make China the only major economy to grow last year, yet the country's weakest pace in more than four decades.
Advertisement•Logic 'n MindsThank you for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. Experts are close to quantum advantage, with unimaginable com counting power that could unlock the true potential of machine learningGoalkeeper Alisson Becker came to his side to salvage Liverpool's unbeaten home league record in a
goalless tie at home to arch-rivals Manchester United. The top container between England's two most decorated clubs never came close to fulfilling his billing and the best quality of the display was the Liverpool keeper, who twice denied Bruno Fernandes in the second half. Manager Jurgen Klopp's 200th goal of the season was his first. Prime Minister
Giuseppe Conte faces two days of parliamentary votes to decide whether his fragile coalition can cling to power or has lost its majority, pushing Italy deeper into political turmoil. Conte will speak with the lower house and the upper house, the Senate, on Tuesday about the future of his government after a junior partner resigned from the government in a row
over his handling of the twin coronavirus and economic crises. The votes will be held in both chambers, and Conte is struggling to fill the hole for the defection of former Prime Minister Matteo Renzi and his small Italy Viva party. The Browns had a chance, but Kansas City survived. Advertisement•Aktuelle InfoTalle will provide you with feedback. We will
remove this and make the necessary changes. Erstattung der rund €3,700 für Deutsche in einigen FällenPreparations for the Australian Open took another hit on Sunday when 25 other players were forced to isolate themselves in hotel rooms in Melbourne, not more than 72. Britain's Heather Watson is among the 47 players who had already been told they
must stay in their rooms for 14 days after being tested positive for coronavirus on flights to the country. The U.S. and state capitals remained mostly calm Sunday despite law enforcement concerns about widespread protests and violence. Federal Bureau of Prisons officers patrol the sidewalks of Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington, D.C., which connects
the White House and Capitol Hill, the scene of the chaos on June 6. The workers set up an extra fence at FBI headquarters. The National Mall, typically snouted by tourist activity, remained completely closed as stunned Washingtonians said obstacles, checkpoints and National Guard troops resembled a scene outside wartime Iraq. Across the country, most
demonstrations were subdued, even in places where protesters came with guns - such as Michigan, one of six states where the FBI had warned last week of the potential for large-scale demonstrations. , armed unrest. I am mainly here to be calm and also to show people that even armed protesters can be peaceful, said a protester who called himself a
preacher outside the state capital of Lansing. He had an assault rifle and several ammunition magazines on his chest, and said he supported President Donald Trump but refused to give his real name. Most of us are calm and condemn the riots in the Capitol building. In recent days, some armed groups have urged members to be overwhelmed by law
enforcement. But they may have been spooked by the authorities' response to the Capitol seizure, said Jared Holt of the Atlantic Council's Digital Forensic Research Lab. With more than 100 capitol attackes arrested, supposed plans to attack state capitols have been replaced by requests for peaceful protest. How could U.S. Capitol Rioters face justice?:
QuickTakeIn both publicly available social media channels and private platform users expressed a commitment to avoiding physical conflicts. Holt and other scholars are hopeful that Sunday's subdued protests will be a good sign of Wednesday's inauguration. Even in extremist communities, there is a really great effort to prevent participation in
demonstrations in the state capital, he said. I can't pretend to have a crystal ball, but what we see played so far is reassuring. The crowds that turned in Michigan on Sunday to protest Biden's inauguration were small - fewer than 100 people - compared to those who gathered in May to protest Democratic Governor Gretchen Whitmer's quarantine orders.
Lansing Mayor Andy Schor, Democrat, was pleasantly surprised by the tameness of the demonstration, but stressed that the police and national guard would remain on duty. We heard people wanted to cause chaos in our city, and we wanted to be ready, Schor says. Says. in a phone interview. I'd rather be overpresented. So far, I'm glad we have a
nonviolent protest. We'll be vigilant. Rebellion? Rebellion? Incitement? D.C. Riot Guide: QuickTakeIn Salem, Oregon, a handful of armed protesters gathered outside the Capitol on Sunday morning. According to the Oregonian newspaper, conditions remained civilized even when counterprotests appeared. At a small demonstration in Salt Lake City, screams
You're red-jacketed! targeted a local TV station with the Utah National Guard and a police officer stationed at the Capitol, according to KUTV. One of the 20 protesters, some armed, said through a bullhorn: We are not in favour of keeping dictator Donald Trump in office. In Madison, Wisconsin, National Guard troops armed themselves with automatic
weapons, shields and body armor near the Capitol. A man driving a vehicle up the stairs of the building was arrested overnight for driving while intoxicated, but the incident made no mention of political motives. The armed militia rally expected at the Georgia Capitol in downtown Atlanta never materialized after the building was heavily barricaded with National
Guard troops and vehicles parked in front of all entrances. The expected march of gun rights supporters in the city did not take place. On Friday night in Washington, D.C., a Virginia man was arrested after he tried to enter a restricted area near the U.S. Capitol with unauthorized authority, a loaded handgun and hundreds of rounds of ammunition, according
to police. For more articles on this chart, visit bloomberg.comAsert now to stick to the most read business news.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.It comes as the ban on quarantine-free travel to the UK comes into effect at 4 a.m. with new coronavirus strains to keep out new coronavirus strains. Ad•breakthroughchinaThank you for your feedback. We will remove this
and make the necessary changes. The Chinese economy is getting a lot of media interest The defender scored his first Premier League goals for City in the 4-0 victory over Crystal Palace on Sunday. Starbucks closed some New York stores on Sunday out of an abundance of caution as cities across the United States prepared for protests and possible
unrest ahead of the inauguration of Presidential candidate Joe Biden. Starbucks spokeswoman Jessica Conradson said manhattan stores were expected to reopen Monday. The Seattle-based company said it would continue temporary closures because many people working in stores live outside Manhattan and might have been stranded after getting home
if protests erupted and disrupted transit service. My therapist says I need something I only do for me, said Chrissy Teigen, who joined husband John Legend and their two children in Ad•incrediblechinaThank you feedback. We're going to remove this and do Changes. China is often criticised for its lack of innovation. Prime Minister Praises Significant
Milestone in UK Mass Vaccination Program (Bloomberg) -- UK Business called for the government of Eurostar International Ltd to be rescued as the closure of borders to stop COVID-19 strains threatens to push the Channel Tunnel rail operator towards collapse. Eurostar, which the traveller expresses linking London to Paris, Brussels and Amsterdam,
needs swift action to secure its future, the London First lobby group said in a letter obtained by Bloomberg and signed by more than 25 management and academics to Finance Minister Rishi Sunak. The train operator, which is 55% owned by the French state railway SNCF, said in an email that there was a real risk of it surviving without state funding. The UK
should grant it access to a Loan guaranteed by the Bank of England and made available to some airlines for international travel for viral stunts, the company said. Eurostar has seen traffic plunge by 95% during the pandemic and, according to the London First letter, will run out of money in the coming months even before the border closure, which starts on
Monday. The company says it has received money from its shareholders, which also include caisse de Depot et Placement du Quebec and Hermes Infrastructure funds with a 40 percent stake and Belgium, which has 5 percent but has only had holiday money from Britain.Eurostar Ceo Jacques Damas wrote to Sunak in November after the Treasury
Department announced grants to airports that match their business rate declines. , up to 8 million pounds ($11 million). According to the company, the move put it at a direct disadvantage over airline competitors. At the time, the British Department for Transport said it recognised and regularly dealt with Eurostar's financial challenges from the start of the
epidemic. No one at the ministry was available to comment outside normal opening hours. Stake SoldBritain sold its own 40 % stake in Eurostar in 2015, which made state funding more difficult. The company, headquartered in London and employing 1,200 people in Britain, is also not eligible for emergency contracts to save domestic British rail operators or
save the London Underground. Christophe Fanichet, director of SNCF Voyageurs, said last week that Eurostar has suffered from being viewed as French in The United Kingdom and British in France, Agence France-Presse reported. London's first letter said Eurostar has become a particularly important international link since Brexit and will benefit the
environment by providing a quick alternative to air travel. For more such articles, visit bloomberg.comSert now To stay the most read business news.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.NSW and Sydney Covid trend map: where coronavirus cases rise or fallGuardian Australia analysis and map show, The covid-19 model has changed by region and throughout Sydney.
Live data updates track numbers across New South Wales * NSW Covid-19 hotspots list * Sign up for Guardian Australia coronavirus coronavirus feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. China has planned this exclusively for PeopleA A South Korean court will sentence Samsung Electronics Co Ltd heir Jay Y. Lee to bribery charges
on Monday, a verdict likely to have consequences for his tech giant's management as well as South Korea's views on big business. If Lee goes to prison, he will be sidelined from Samsung Electronics' major decision-making efforts to bypass competitors, and will be diverted away from monitoring his father's legacy process, which died in October is crucial to
Samsung's control. If Lee remains at large, he can devote himself to both and is likely to face a strong backlash, arguing that South Korea's legal process shows unreasonable lenience to chaebol or family-owned conglication companies that have been criticized for using too much power in the administration's shortcomings. Queensland Covid hotspots: list of
locations in Brisbane and regional Qld coronavirus casesHere are current coronavirus hotspots and hotspots in Queensland and what to do if you've visited them * Covid hotspots in Victoria; Covid hotspots in NSWNy most in-house update and thereafter January 17, 2021 2021
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